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ABSTRACT
Concept 6, a new program designed to cope with

burgeoning enrollments and a shortage of classroom space in Jefferson
County, Colorado, keeps school buildings in use 250 days and divides
the school year into six terms of instruction. Individual students
attend classes four terms and choose their vacations during the other
two. An option for a fifth term is alailable to those who choose it
for enrichment, remediation, or acceleration at no expense. Teachers
work the normal 184-day work year, but way choose to teach 225 days
when enrollments make it possible. The plan has the effect of
producing up to 50 percent more classroom space. A key feature in
making Concept 6 desirable to students is the voluntary vacation
choice. As many as one-third of the students enrolled may be on
vacation at a time. The program should lead to greater
individualization of instruction and to a broader range of curricular
activities in individual schools. Throughout the district, 80 percent
of the parents of school age children and 79 percent of the staff
favor the plan. The participation of parents, students, and school
staff members on advisory committees should facilitate a smooth,
trouble-free transition to the year-round school calendar.
(Author/DR)
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Concept Six Year-Round School Plan

Expanding enrollments and a shortage of classroom space

caused the Jefferson County, Colorado, School District to

consider year-round operation of schools as a possible solution

to its A.assroom shortage. Several attendance areas in this

large metropolitan district were faced with overcrowding at

both the elementary and secondary levels in 1971. When citizen

committees in local schools were given the opportunity to

study the possible options for solving the chronic problem

under conditions were the maximum bonded indebtedness had

already been reached, they asked for a study of year-round

operation of school as a possible solution. This brought about

the formation of a district-wide, study committee, composed of

parents, teachers, students, and administrators who began an

exhaustive analysis of feasible extended school year plans.

Early in the study it was found that only a,handful of

school districts considering the year-round plans of operation

have actually adopted calendars that would extend the school

year beyond nine months for both elementary and secondary levels.

When the various plans in operation were analyzed it was

concluded that a lack of uniformity exists in year-round

operations in K-12 systems because there is a difference

between what is acceptable at one level of education and what

is uniformily acceptable at all grade levels.

The widely acclaisied success of the voluntary four-quarter

plan for secondary schools generated little interest among

elementary teachers and the 45-15 plan raised considerable



skepticism among the secondary school teachers and principals,

Dr. Alton Cowan, Superintendent of the Jefferson County, Colorado,

School District, appointed a task force to study the feasibility

of a year-round operation in this large K-12 district. A three

man study group was composed of principals from an elementary,

junior, and senior high schoolswithin the system. This task force

was charged with the job of thoroughly studying the 45-15 plan

and then producing a K-12 conceptual model for implementation

as a pilot. After months of intensive study, during which they

continually related their findings to the larger committee, the

task force came to the same conclusion that others have reaesed

before; that any savings in the cost of facilities would soon be

eaten up by increased instructional costs, particularly at the

secondary level if the existing quality of instruction was to

be naintained. Moreover, the prospect of mandating vacation

times to a population of 77,000 students on a pattern that departs

radically from existing practice, was not received well enough

for further consideration. The complexity of scheduling students

at staggered 15 day entry times, along with the problems of offing

single section elective courses at the junior and senior high

school, began to arouse opposition.

Although a proposal for completely individualized instruc-

4-ional modes was offered to resolve these problems, this was not

seen as a viable solution that could be implemented in the immediate

future by an extremely large teaching staff using a wide range of

teaching methodologies.

During the course of this investigation there were several

outcomes which proved quite useful. Recommendations were developed



concerning the characteristics which year-round education plans

should possess in this particular K-12 district. Also outlines

of four conceptual models which offered feasible solutions for

implementatiOn in an entire feeder system were proposed. It

was concluded that the ultimate answer for year-round operation

has not yet been found and that there is no one plan that will

be adopted nation-wide. Plans should be developed within each

district according to local needs and cummunity characteristics.

Features of a year-round school plan, which were found most

desirable in Jefferson County were:

1. Voluntary vacations.

2. A flexible school year that provided for both

maximum and minimum attendance periods according

to individual needs.

3. Little or no tracking of students.

4. The capaoility of using the existing curriculum

during phase-in.

S. Cooperative arrangements between elementary

and secondary schools to allow all family

members the same vacation time.

6. The choice of a warm weather and a cool weather

vacation.

7. The potentiality of the release of more than

25% of the students to vacation at any

particular time for
*-1

maximum economy in

building use.
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Five variables were identified which can be manipulated

to produce an extended school year schedule. These consisted

of the number of attendance terms which students must spend

in school, the number of vacation periods available, the

number of tracks in which the school population is divided,

the percent of students released to vacation at one time, and

the number of holidays observed in the continuous school

year calendar.

When several models demonstrating different combinations

of these elements were drawn up, one particular plan identified

as Concept 6 proved to be most acceptable for meeting local

needs. The result is a.year-round plan which discards the trad-

itional September through May calendar and replaces it with

a calendar which starts in August and continues through July.

When schools choose to balance the vacation selections of

students evenly, it has the effect of producing 50% more class-

room space.

Jefferson County's Concept 6 puts school buildings in use

250 days and divides the school year into six terms of instruction.

Individual students attend classes four terms and choose their

vacations duri4 the other two. An option for a fifth term is

available to those who choose it for enrichment, remediation,

or acceleration at no expense to th1.2 individual. Teachers

work the normal 184 day work year, but may choose to teach

225 days when enrollments make it possible. They still have

the traditional holidayG off, including an extended holiday
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vacation at Christmas and six other holidays normally observed

in the school calendar. A total,of eleven holidays are

observed during one complete cycle of the calendar.

B
YR

Six different entry times, as shown above, have the effect of

making the curriculum continuously accessible to students

throughout the year at the same time reducing the delay of entry

for kindergarteners who reach age five after labor day.

These multiple entry times also make it easier for students

who must transfer in or out of school to districts with

traditional calendars. Students and their parents will select

either vacation pattern A, B, or C.

Teachers in Jefferson County work on a 184 day contract

year. On the year-round schedule they have only 172 teacher-

pupil contact days to deliver the regular school program.

If the administration continues using two of the teacher's

work days for orientations and inservice, then a bonus of

ten teaching days are left over to give to the education of

boys and girls. This bonus of teacher time offers one of the

most significant benefits which a year-round schedule can

prcvide for students. Since these ten days may now be used
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for instruction outside the minimum required program, they

will be used by the local schools to present an array of al-

ternative educational experiences which are prescribed to meet

the specific needs of students in the local school setting.

This time may also be used for conducting staff inservice

with large segients of the faculty present at one time or

for curriculum development and writing projects when funds

are not available to release staff from their normal daily

teaching assignments.

Although some schools will want to offer bonus learning

sessions which conform in length to the regular school day,

the option is there to schedule teachers on a hourly basis

so long as the ten day commitment is Fulfilled. Since

student attendance is voluntary, students will be scheduled

according to individual activity just as they do presently

in summer school. In schools where these bonus learning

sessions are scheduled on a broad scale, it is possible

for a student to avail himself of every opportunity to attend

more than 180 days at no additional expense to the district,

without the individual joining another track of students

during a fifth term. Surveys of student interest indicate

that approximately 50% will volunteer to return to school

during a vacation term to participate in an extra learning

session. If this estimate -of enrollment holds, then twenty

additional days of instruction could be offered a student

volunteer and still allow the school to maintain its normal

ratio of students per teacher. Staff members have expressed a
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high degree of enthusiasm for the possibilities which the bonus

sessions offer. They see potential for developing a broad range

of options for the enrichment and humanizing of the curriculum

on the one hand, but they also see new hope for the disadvantaged

youngster to receive individually prescribed instruction in the

basic skills.

A key feature in making Concept 6 desirable to students

K-12 Is the voluntary vacation choice. There are three basic

vacation plans, however, a family may choose any two terms

as long as their selections do not seriously alter the balance

of enrollments during any one term. Most families will vacation

during one of the following three choices:

Vacation Plan A - One vacation from July 30 to September 30

and the other from February 6 to April 7

Vacation Plan B - One vacation from September 30 to December 2

and the other from April 7 to June 5

Vacation Plan C - One vacation from June 5 to July 30 and

the other from December 2 to February 6

It can be seen that as many as one-third of the students

enrolled may be on vacation at a time. These vacation choices

were determined in a geographic area where winter recreation

activities are highly popular and where many families have the

means to travel more than once a year. Other combinations of

vacations could be arranged easily if the interest were to

shift by simply rotating the year-round calendar ahead or

back a few weeks according to local preference. Chief among the

advantages of Jefferson County's Concept 6 is the fact that it

can take many of the district's schools off of double session'
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and permit the construction of new schools to catch up with

the burgeoning enrollment.

In September, 1968, there were 60,320 students attending

school in Jefferson County. This past fall there were more

than 77,000. Despite lower birth rates, higher interest rates,

and other factors, people continue to swarm into the Jefferson

County School District. How to meet this continuing influx

of new students is the major problem. Jefferson County voters

consistently approve bond issues to finance new schools and

the district supplements this with a pay-as-you go mill levy

program to pay for upgrading older schools and help build

additional new schools but there is a legal limit on the

amount of school bonds which can be sold and on the amount

which can be raised by pay-as-you-go financing. The needs

identified to date far exceed these legal limits. A new

school bond issue may be proposed during the 1973-74

school year. Even if it is approved, the need for classroom

space far exceeds the financing available.

Concept 6, in addition to its educational advantages, has

the potential to save taxpayers millions of dollars. If all

county schools were on this program and if vacation selection;

were evenly balanced, about one-third more space would be

made available in existing schools. The newly opened

Columbine High School cost 3.48 million dollars and can

accommodate 1,300 students. If its capacity could be increased

by one-third under Concept 6, th!s would mean 500 students



spaces valued at 1.16 million dollars would be immediately

available. Initial plans call for only 16 schools in two

feeder systems within the district to be involved in the

two-year Concept 6 trial program, but these are wo of the

most rapid growth areas in the district. Projections presented

to the Board of Education indicate enrollment in these two

areas alone will increase by more than 4,700 students by

September, 1977. If even 20% more space could be pr6vided

in the two overcrowded feeder systems through Concept 6,

it still would save millions of dollars. In these days of

rising costs its a savings which the Board of Education

believes can't be overlooked.

But space needs are only temporary no matter how serious

they may appear at the moment. Long range improvements

in curriculum and instruction must be realized if any year-

round education plan is to be permanent. For the past several

years it has been a trend in curriculum design to break year

long courses down iato multiple in-depth units of nine weeks

or less. Jefferson County has committed itself to the nine-

week pattern of curriculum organization where all courses of

instruction ultimately will be comprised of performance based

elements and will be, whenever possible, non-sequential in

nature. The intent here is to make self-paced learning a

reality for students and at the same time promote maximum

exploration and enrichment. Concept 6 makes it possible for

students at all grade levels to be rescheduled or r3grouped



every nine weeks and at intervals more or less frequent

depending upon the philosophy of the school involved. It

provides for a modicum of economy in the offering of single

section elective courses at the secondary level and at the

same time allows large teaching teams with differentiated

staffing to continue functioning at levels of maximum effi-

ciency.

Although individualization of instruction is a much hoped

for outcome of a Concept 6 operation a broader range of cur-

ricular activities in individual schools appears certain to

result. A bill passed by the Colorado Legislature in 1973

not only endbles school districts to pilot year-round school

schedules but permits flexibility in the length of the school

year for the student. This later provision could possibly

have the greatest significance for the educational development

of individual boys and girls.

A separate part of the pilot investigation of Concept 6

shall be a study of the effect of alternative educational

activities on pupil progress in a flexible school year which

varies from a minimum of 172 days for some students to 184 of

more days for others who volunteer to attend an extension of

their regular school year. This flexibility in schedule can be

operated with no additional expense to the district and requires

no significant increase in funding from state revenue. The

schools operating the year-round schedules may be funded for

each student as it the individual attended 180 days leaving the



rho/x(1 to the individual as to whether he will actually attend

more or less time through involvement in intersession activities.

This new flexibility also allows individual schools to plan

activities in the academic realm which are both remedial or

exploratory, or, in the activity area which should have a

humanizing effect on relationships developed in the school.

Teachers have enjoyed brainstorming sessions wherein they

have planned locally the range of activities to be considered.

Since each teacher has an additional 10 day commitment in the

intersession program each teacher is faced with making a new

decision about the special kind of service he shall offer to

the school curriculum. Following are a few of the many potential

activities which teachers are considering. Small group remedial

instruction in reading and math come first in the minds of

teachers working with youngsters in the basic skills. They now

see an opportunity to diagnose weaknesses of individuals and

arrange through communication with parents to have these students

for one or two week intervals during winter vacation times.

Students needing extra help will receive individual attention

from teachers who are experts in the basic skill areas.

Gifted students on the other hand will receive similar

help to further develop their special talents. Others are more

interested in performance activities such as drama or music

festivals which will be presented by students during intersession

times by Students parti.cipatirig voluntarily in a full range of

creative roles. Mini-courbos lasting one or two weeks become a

practical reality and students pay have the latitude of selecting

the topics of interest. Special counseling programs during vacation



terms can be developed for students and their parents who need

or request special assistance from school staff, A program

of home visits can be initiated by local schools to promote

batter teacher, student, parent understanding and cooperation.

Students may now act as volunteers for community groups

needing assistance for worthy causes and they may now arrange

for community service experience through the coordination of

a school staff member, during the time the individual's-vacation

is in progress. With the two extended vacations occurring during

the year for each student, work-study programs can now lie

expanded to provide students interested in-obtaining gon4the-job-

experience more extensive opportunity under the supervision of--

a teacher coordinator, The district's present-foreign-travel

study program can be expended toaffer-greater opportunities

for students interested in expending their knowledge of-the

language or in encountering first hand the culture of other

nations through supervised vacation travel.

INTERSCHOLASTIC ATHLETICS

When Concept 6 was first presented to the communities for

their discussion one of the chief concerns at the secondary level

was the effect of a year-round program on interscholastic athletics.

Students in Concept 6 schools will be accorded the same privilege

to-participate in activities and athletics which they Will enjoy

in traditionally scheduled schools. Sinca-the'Conce.4 6-vacitione

will occur et various -times during the year atudents may participate

-*h aCtiVitiee-ddring attendance terms-andfdiitingVadation'terMs,



Where eligibikity rules apply a student must have met the eligibil-

ity requirements as of Ahe last day of the school attendance in

order to participate during his or her vacation.

Junior _or senior high school students will not be permitted

to use the flexible vacation choices available -under this plan to

gain a special advantage over students in schools which arelon the

traditional school calendar. This was an assurance which:the state

high school athletic,association required before giving endorsement

to the plan. A Concept 6 student will not be allowed to take

consecutive vacation terms to permit them to be on vacation during an

entire sport season. Students must be enrolled.as a full tine

student during a significant portion of the season in which he

or she plans_to participate'. Activities which normally take place

during vacation terms such as musical and dramatic-produ9fionS-

or athletic camps will continue, Such activities may well become,

part of the intercession program which the school-Oen schedule

more formally and which can be made'available'to a`broader range

of students than in the past.

CO ITY opp4ONOmmy-

When a school district contemplates a chetige in operations

as,unfamilisr'to the tommunityaa a-year-round calendar, discretion

suggeststhe need for 0-eurvey'ef:communitY attitude` toward

_ -
-Oreposal-before*'iS'ified. AIV-extensivi-aftlfnitinif-'06ryey'Oon.»

-ducted in-lefe'ROVeMber'andeari?-Dieember:of-lO*0-01ri-of-a

-feeibility-t04-done-by"the-Jeffer#004y;-'1C6i046y;Diafriet

'die 616a-ea:el gh` degree of acceptance of "the :{a6i of it:-



continous school year, This study prepared by a professionql

opinion (xog firm was conducted as a result of nearly two

years of study and planning.

A Public information campaign lasting three months used

both the public media and local community groups for presenting

the conceptual model to as many of the local citizenry As possible,

Local radio and television stations willingly joined in the effort-'

to explain features of the program through panel discussions; talk

shows, and documentary_presetitations, Where ever the public

media took an editorial stand on Concept 6 it was usually positive

and supportive of the year-round school design._ When

polling firm reported its results the plan was strongly endorsed-

by both parents and School employees.

Throughout the Oistrict80Zof the parents of-schobl-age

children and 79Z of the staff said they would-be in'favor of such

a plan for-their children and would be willing to "dive-it a try,"

Structured personal interviews were used to gain the opinions of

parents while opinions of employees were obtained-through a-Written

questionnaire. A scientific sampling-of respondents of both

"audiences" was employed to insure valid information'from the poll.,

Primary reasons for conducting the survey were not only to

determine the climate of opinion regarding year-round education

but to determine where-:a pilot project might best be tried. The

Jefferson County DiStria has been divided into-. 9 elementary

through high4ChoOl feeder Syttems. When-two-of these O'areatt

regiatered a'signiticantWhigil degree of interest in the cbti6elit

then A fbiroW=UP i4idy-Wair'preptred-eb-Meeedre'ii3fiWbommuni4,
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attitude and to gain specific data for implementation. Chief

among the concerns of the study committee was the question as to

whether the vacation choices of parents would be distributed

throughout the four seasons of the year. Although parents and

school employees tended to favor the vacation period that most

closely coincides with the present vacation time under the

traditional school calendar there was a significant interest in

vacations during every month of the year.

The two most interested communities indicated that 20% of

their students would be on vacation during the least selected

season of the year if parents were given a choice. This 20%

reduction in pupil load meant that considerable savings in plant

construction could be realized if pupils were released on a con-

tinuous option to vacation any season, It meant that also a

more varied and flexibia curriculum could be offered"continuously

throughout 250 days of the year for the benefit of pupils and

teachers.

One action taken as a resplt of the survey was a change of

the particular dates on ifhich the Concept 6 terms began and ended.

At the time of the survey, June 27 throUgh August 26, constituted

a most preferred vacation time and this seemed to reduce the

feasibility of obtaining balanced enrollments-during pach'of the

three-voluntary vacation plans. By Simply shiftink'the'cSlendar

so -theStimmer wee'divide(ret'1400i't06e44lii:deSitat.IS'OAfm

weather vicat'iona Were created. survey wore

,
;'pkeientad-te^theJeffOiiet-CCOUntioakd of gdtieritioWailifit of

the 4videnceObn'Whith-lo'bige'their'de4iaieh-fOr'4601eM6htint
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a year-round school project.

Since the attitudinal survey was based upon a limited random

sample of parents in the various communities some question was

raised by citizens as to its validity. This has been a common

place objection raised by citizens when other community surveys

were conducted. In an effort to validate the report and satisfy

questions raised by some citizens a postcard survey was-conducted

late in the winter of 1973. Postcards were sent to the house-

hold of every student enrolled in the potential pilot areas. A

53% return was achieved and although the results were less draMat-

ically in favor of the project there was still strong support,

with 66% of the respondents favoring Concept 6, and 27% voting

against it. The vacation patterns on which this survey was

based were as follows: Vacation Pattern A, June 27 throUgh

August 26 and January 2 to March 1. Plan 8,1Harch-1 to April'30-

and August 26 to October 23.- Plan C, Octobet 23-to Januaty 2. end ;,

April 30 to June 27. These dates wore subsequently-changeaas*

stated above. See Appendex A for excertps from this patent

attitude survey.

CONCEPT 6 ADVISORY COMMITTEES

When parents throughout the county were asked in the public.

opinion survey about the possibility of 'having parents serve on

:Joffe° Concept 6 Advisery-Committeesj eight out-ofrteri persons

inteiviewed eupported-the result, all achoOle'in the

two-prilof-feeder:syeteme were asked to recommend'peraons10 serve

on AdViaOY'CoMmitteeslot-eathatea.
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These local school representatives who win serve on the Area

Advisory Committee include parents, students, principals, teachers,

and other school employeos. Their names were listed in a news-

letter to parents and distributed throughout the pilot area. The

two advisory committees*from each of the feeder systems met monthly

to offer advice, to act as a communiw sounding'board, to identify

areas of concern and to react to Concept.6 implementation plans as

they are developed. Members of the committees also "are responsible

for assisting in getting Concept 6 information totheirlocal

school committees,

Members from these two area committees join members; of the

original year-round school study committee which developed Concept

in making up a central coordinating committee. The central come

mittee helps coordinate plans for-the program in both of the

pilot feeder systems during the two year pilot program. The

central committee also meets: on the second Monday of each Month.

It is anticipated that the participation of'these parents, students,

and school staff members will facilitate asioeth trouble free

transition to the year-round school calendar.

COLOEADO SPRINGS CONCEPT 6 PILOT

Considerable interest in Concept -6 has been expressed by

other districts and at-least one OtherreteM in'Oplerade has a

pilot 'pregtem-in-progrebs 'AX he present 'time. The Celekedo- Stings

rbistfict 111A/iced 'one'ilementiry-S0661 and one' jO'nieiii-gh4Ohbel-

on'the'ConceW6Iiirogram in jiliy'OI19'71i'Iieftreseliementery
T

-Ichooli'under-Orindi01,'Euth,Weine4,AndAliissell*niOX--hiih'SOWIi

onder-prina4el4fVelIf8i0 ekaetheliftigram-fOr dutch-lfie-same-
/,-



reasons that Jefferson County has considered. From 1950 to 1972

the enrollment in the Colorado Springs Public.Schools increased

from 9,000 to nearly 36,000. It was necessary to have split

session and extended day schedules even though the district

built 24 elementary, 6 junior high, and 3 senior high schools

within a ten year span of time. In this particular district the

taxpayers approved seven consecutive-bond issues but resistance to

increasing school construction became apparent and motivated

school administrators to seek other solutions.

In Colorado Springs, students are required to attend 180

days under Concept 6 and students are scheduled into an inter=

session immediately folloWing A regular session or return to

school a week early for an intercession immediately preceeding

their next term of attendance. A year-round activity program has

been developed by the Colorado Springs Department of Parke and

Recreation for the Russell and Penrose pupils who are on vacation.

-These pupils may also return to school for remedial and enrichment

courses which resemble the summer courses offered by nine-month

schools.

Having been.undet way during the summer and fall of 1973,

the Colorado-Springs Schools found some disadvantages for families

on Concept 6 wheie they were reluctant to break with the tradition

of nine months of school and three months of vacation. Children

in one-of the Concept 6 tracksAliveza spring and-fall vacation.

Expailince-there has showni'however0that'growing number/1i of

areyscationing either-fimes of -the year and tonfinued4asdiiine

OhOtagee maY'veiy Well adtelefate the-i,rench Faiiliaa"With
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children in the Concept 6 school and in a traditional school,

encounter some inconvenience or hardship because individual

vacation schedules do not match precisely. But because of the

flexibility of Concept 6, arrangements can usually be made

to alleviate such problems.

The Colorado Springs pilot has been instituted for two

years during which the district will. conduct a comprehensive

evaluation financed in part by a $10,000 Title III Elementary

Education Act Grant to determine the effects, if any upon

pupil achievement. It will be continued and possibly extended

to other schools if the evaluations show the plan is successful.

JEFFERSON COUNTY PILOT

In Jefferson County where implementation is scheduled for

July of 1974, the pilot study will also be in operation for two

years in two K through 12 feeder systems, This pilot will

involve two_senior high schoolsOhree-junior high schools, and

ten elementary schools which enroll a total of 15 000 students,

The results of the evaluation will be analyzed to determine the

of Concept 6 on student achievement and attitude.. The

district is committed to presenting the results of its evalua-

tion annually each spring. A record keeping system has been

established by schools in pilot areas to record expenditures-in
I

the categories of transportation; 'custodial services;-fOOA

serViCes,-ditralitoceisingiandAitilitieb. -PriqelOalciof-ind6idual

sc/hOOla'ate:inaituCte4-to maintain a'fecok(r6V6ipendietiretrWtite

`arses of Witideakii-sepOic4 and



of funds into or out of these accounts is being maintained in the

office of the Area Superintendent. The district's achievement

testing program will continue to measure pupil progress before

and after experience in the year-round program. Evaluation

information maintained in this fashion shall serve as baseline

data as a basis fOr comparison during the pilot.

ENCLOSURES

Resolution of the Board of Education

Operating Procedures

Intersession Activities

Answers to-Questions Raised by Principals

Advantages

Calendar

Year-Round School Plan: Colorado Springs Public Schools

An Act by the General Assembly of the State of Colorado
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APPENDIX A

SUMMARY OF STAFF AND PARENT ATTITUDES

TOWARD JEFFC0 CONCEPT 6 IN JEFFERSON COUNTY, COLORADO

An Overview Staff opinior Surveys

Jefferson County school parents and school employees
strongly endorse the JeffCo Concept 6 Plan of year-round school.

Both favor the plan to almost the same degree BO%
of the parents throughout the county and 79% of the school staff,
both certified and-classified.

The plan is based on voluntary choice of vacation time,
and almost all parents of school-age children favor that.

But implementation of JeffCo 6 throughout the county
would 'Do difficult, if not impossible, based upon vacation
preferences indicated by both parents and staff.

Parents and school employees favor Ehe vacation poriod
that most closely coincides with the present vacation under-the
traditional school calendar.

Detailed interpretation of parent attitudes toward
JeffCo 6, through a profile of several questions in personal
interviewing, indicates two attendance areas where a follow-
up Vacation Preference Poll might be taken Columbine and
Arvada West. Through a canvas of vacation preference of aIl
oaronts in one or both of those areas, Study Group members should
be tAb10 to determine if students could be fairly equally
scheduled through each of the three JeffCo 6 attendance pattetris.

If, in oithor of thoso attendance areas, vacation
preferenco-palla indicate a-mord even dibtabution Of vacWtions
in each of:plans A, ni and' C, a "pilot program "" of JeffC6-Concept 6
06uld- be initiated.

-* *
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Overwhelming support for the JeffCo Concept 6 plan
was indicated by both parents and school staff in each of
the twelve attendance areas established as sampling clusters.

Parent support ranged from a high of 94% in the Columbine
attendance area to 68% in the Wheat Ridge"area. Parents in
both Columbine and Arvada West were significantly more supportive
and less opposed to JeffCo 6 than in any other area of the
county:

Favor JeffCo Concept 6? Yes No
Can't
Say-.

All respondents 80% 16% 4%
Men 79 15 6
Women 81 16 3

(Attendance Areas:)
Alameda 84% 12% 4%
Arvada 78 16 6
Arvada West 92 4 4
Bear Creek 84 14 2
Columbine 94 4 2
Golden 76 .:20 4
Green mountain 70 20 8
Jefferson 78 16- 6
Lakewood 78 20 2

Mountain 80 20 0
Pomona 75 21 4
Wheat Ridge , 68 22 10

Virtually the same degree of support exists among staff
members employed by the school district. most staff members,
70'4, indicated they would be willing to "give it a try" if-the
year -round plan, JeffCo Concept 6, Was to be extended to their
school. While 15% of the staff members said they wore "not sure"
only 5% ("ask to bo transferred; 4%; "seek employment elsewhere; 164)
were opposed to the plan for their school at the time of the suryey.

A comparisOn of 'staff 'attitudes toward the plan ranged
from a high .0-f-84* in 'the-Arvada- West Attendance Area to a
low of 67% in the 'Golden Attendanee-Area.
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The district-wide comparison among staff members
revealed:

tO ffCo 6:
Givo it

.ry

Not
:;tu

A co bo co,:S Or*.
trant;Zorrec, olsewhero

All respondents 79% 15% 4%. 1% 1%
m.).1 83 11 4 0 1

Women 76 18 4 1 1

(Attendance Areas:)
Alameda 77 15 4 2 1

Arvada 82 12 4 1 0

Arvada West 88 10 2 0 0

Lar Creek 82 12 3 2 0

Columbine 85 10 5 0 0

Golden 67 27 5 1 1

Green Mountain 79 14 4 . 2 2

Jefferson 75 16 4 2 4

Zakewood 74 20 5 0 0

:fountain 7$ 18 0 2 2

?ox.ena 77 17 5 0 ,

Wheat Ridge -73 19 7 0 1-

Admin. /District -wide 84 6 3 0 6

Nearly all parents reported they had heard about the _

year-round school pain, chiefly from school publications, newspaper_,
coverage, and attending school meetings._ While nearly two-third$
of the Jefferson County school employees say they knew some..
thing- about ,the plan, an even greater percentage, 85%,--lndicate an

interest in even more information aboLit it.

In every-one of the twelve attendance areas where parent
attitude toward Jeffco6 was sought, strong-approva1 Was_indicated
for each -of the -seven,loasio features- Of the year-rdund plan.

8-esih parents and school staff- members saw the-leading

advantage-61-JeffC6
patehtS'alia aaWyear!=roUhd-'school'le'aiblU'ti-on-=tifthe seho61-
:clittii6V-t- en-r6fimentPrOsSur'06&hddoiile-S-46-dia-ht.

While Vear4r6urid sche61-
:A the f il111tdd the41,aii4

4
;

:ct fadvat t g of the-V.4114d 6--t-olib'eg-C 6
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Forty percent of parents throughout the county, however,
when asked to name any, important disadvantages to JeffCo 6,
felt there were none.

Nearly three-quarters of the parents (72%) polled in the
personal interview survey felt the Joffe° 6 plan was a possible
solution to the ,school district's rapid growth and enrollment
problems. They favored tho year-round plan by an ovorwhelminq
margin over any other possible solution.

Parents throughout the county were'very strong in their
feeling that parents should participate in an advisory capacity.
to help design a pilot program of Concept 6. Support for this
advisory help was strongest in the Arvada West area.

When it comes to v efer ce fo vacatio s under
the Joffe() Concept 6 plan, both parents and staff strongly favored
Plan_ A. This includes vacation periods from June 27 to August 26
and January 2 to march)..

Plan A was preferred by parents, on a County-wide basis,
by a margin of 2 to is by school employees, county-wide, 3 to 1.

_ A comparison of,parent and staff preferences- for vadatfon-
periods is shown in the following table. The tables_reveal the
-survey error factor for parents (t14 %) and staff --( ±log) by
attendance area.

This table, plus the results of a profile of responses by-
parents to ten other questions in the survey, indicate that potential
"pilot program" areas for Jeffco Concept 6,may be in Arvada Wast
and/or Columbine. Vacation Prefere-nce polls should disclose that
information.
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aventage,
parents/Staff

P)an B
Permtage Pergen ;tog
gamma= a en a S a

All respondents 40-40308-62% 17-251'4/20-24% 13-216A/14-1e%
Men 44-52/49-52 16-24/25-29 11-19/19-23
Women

tten4nce Areas:

36-44/64-68 18-26/1721 15-23/12-16

Alameda 24-52/53-73 0-24/10-30 8-36/11-31
Arvada . 29-57/45-65 8-36/15-35 6- 34/9 -29

Arvada West 38-66/38-S8 14-42/17-37 4-32/1,434
Bear Creek 24-52/52-72 6-34/10-30 240/6-26
Columbine 34-62/46-66 14-42/18,-38 4-32/5-25
Golden 24-52/62.82 4-32/9-29 4- 32/0 -'19

Green Mountain 2452/50-70 16-44/12-32 0-18/5-45
Jefferson 34-62/57-77 0-26/10-30 6- 34/0 -20

Lakewood 28,-56/59-79 '16-44/3-23 8-36/7-27
mountain 32-60/48-68 8-36/12-32 0-20/8-28
Pomon$ 29-57/53-73 3-31/9-29 11- 39/5 -25

Wheat Ridge 38-66/47-67 0-28/22-42 6-34/1-26


